Office Memorandum  •  UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: DIRECTOR - CF&ES

FROM: DISTRICT RANGER - Bogard - Lassen

SUBJECT: G-IMPROVEMENTS-Harvey Valley Fences

DATE: 9/11/52

ATTENTION: A. L. Hermay

Reference is made to your verbal request for the major materials needed to complete the Harvey Valley Improvement program.

Following are the major items:

90 rolls barb wire @ $10.00  $ 900.00
600 wooden fence posts @ $.50   300.00
1,500 steel fence posts @ $.95  1,425.00
6 prefabricated cattleguards, Lincoln
"Auto Gate" or similar, 12' Heavy
Duty @ $250.00  1,500.00
1 Livestock scales

Total: $5,325.00

cc: S. O.

Joseph V. Flynn